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Requiem returns us to an eternal theme, a dialogue 
with Soul, and we know quite well what happens 
when one dialogues with Soul—we change, con-
sciousness is enlarged, the impossible becomes 
possible and we no longer are compelled to blindly 
follow in the deathly path of our forefathers.

Requiem is a fictitious account of a scenario played 
out in the mind of many Israelis, pertaining to exis-
tential reflections and apocalyptic fears, but then, as 
well, the hope and commitment that arise from the 
abyss of trepidation. While set in Israel sometime in 
the present, it is a story that reaches into the time-
lessness of history, weaving discussions with Heine 
and Kafka into a tale of universal implications.

Erel Shalit is a Jungian psychoanalyst in Ra’anana, 
Israel. He is a training and supervising analyst, and 
past president of the Israel Society of Analytical Psy-
chology. He is the author of several publications, 
including Enemy, Cripple, Beggar: Shadows in the 
Hero’s Path, The Hero and His Shadow: Psychopolitical 
Aspects of Myth and Reality in Israel and The Complex: 
Path of Transformation from Archetype to Ego.

Dr. Shalit lectures at professional institutes, univer-
sities, and cultural forums in Israel, Europe, and the 
United States. One of his popular lectures includes 
Requiem and is the basis for Requiem: A Tale of Exile 
and Return.
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This account is entirely fictitious. However, in 
spite of its fictitious nature, the identities of the 
characters in this story are real. Professor eli 
Shimeoni has agreed to have his story told, on 
the condition that his real name be disclosed.



Galuth, by Samuel Hirszenberg, 1904.
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if anyone would have been present in that clean 
and tiny room in the small hostel in the heart 
of new York the day Professor Shimeoni arrived, 
watching him as he sat almost catatonically on 
the bed, his legs barely touching the floor, his 
cap awkwardly sitting on his head as if put there 
by a caring nurse on a schoolboy rather than a 
man in his mid-fifties, his small unopened suit-
case next to him as if he needed to protect it 
with strengths he no longer possessed, or as if 
the suitcase somehow squeezed itself quietly to 
his side so that it could protect him – if anyone 
had seen Professor Shimeoni sitting on the sim-
ple bed in the warm but alien room, they would 
have seen a picture of resigned defeat.

but no one was present. nobody was there to 
observe that bitter smile that held back his emo-
tions, when he thought, “how ironic, this bed is 
hardly better than those furnished by the Jewish 
agency once upon a time to immigrant hostels 
that had been scattered around the country.” 
“once upon a time,” he repeated to himself, not 
sure if it was a dream or a nightmare, a fantasy 
or an anxiety attack.

no, there were no witnesses. The defeat re-
mained the private failure of eli Shimeoni. 
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incidentally, eli was short for eliezer. How-
ever, since he had never managed to figure out 
if the meaning of the letters that made up this 
given name of his was that God would be help-
ful to him, or if he was to be God’s servant in a 
scheme of contradictions that his philosophical 
mind could not grasp, he had formally short-
ened it to eli.

Professor Shimeoni felt lonely and aban-
doned, like a redundant survivor. at fifty-six, he 
looked like an old man. even when he was a 
child, people had told him he was an old man, 
but now, not a trace of doubt remained. He pro-
foundly experienced himself as the last survivor. 
it seemed to him that everybody had already left 
before him. He came to think of that abandoned 
town he had once visited, driving down there 
into the desert, driven primarily by an obsession 
to see and sense an external manifestation of 
his own feelings of abandonment, of being left 
behind. He had always believed that the barren 
land of the desert was better suited for expelling 
the scapegoat and abandoning the unfortunate 
than for the dreamers of divine prophecies and 
the growth of oases. The fata morganas were, in-
deed, fairy mirages, inverted illusions, unrelated 
to desert reality. 

The young had left the desert town as soon 
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as they could, leaving their unemployed and 
worn-out parents behind. once the little kiosk 
at the small piazza at the center of town, with 
coffee, chairs and a lottery machine, had been 
like a Persian Palace of Hope, a real kūšk. 

but the feathers of hope no longer circled the 
air, as if impatiently waiting to be followed by the 
lucky and daring ones, departing for the dream 
of a new life, a better future. no, the feathers 
had all fallen to the ground, the shaft had lost 
its barbs. even the feathers had lost their hope. 
no longer projected into the future, hope had 
merely become a relic of Professor Shimeoni’s 
favorite tense, which he cynically ascribed the 
negligible value of a threepenny, the PPP, past 
perfect progressive – “they had had hope – had 
they not had?” 

no one in town could any longer define that 
thing called hope. unemployment pay had run 
out with the rusty water in the taps, wasted, drip-
ping into the sand. on the pavement outside 
the kiosk, the formerly white, now turned gray 
chairs of aging plastic, had become orphaned. 
as weeds sprouted up between the cracks, it be-
came clear that the sidewalks were no longer 
made for walking. Days of decay no longer took 
turns with nights of despair, because in despair, 
there is still some voice trying to call out, how-
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ever futile. no, even despair had now become 
orphaned, replaced by an empty void of apathy. 
among those who managed to escape, the void 
was often filled to the brink with restless guilt.

Yes, it was sad, he had thought at the time, 
as he felt the relief of getting out of the godfor-
saken town, hastily escaping north. Yet, it was 
part of global depopulation trends. but now, his 
sense that everybody had left was different. it 
felt total, and like desertification, it had crawled 
in from the periphery to consume the very cen-
ter of life, people like him, the pillars of society, 
the salt of the land – those that may not be im-
mune to tragedy, but who conquer the desert 
rather than surrender to nature.

True, not everyone had left. There were those 
who remained behind – he thought of the many 
poor who had no means to get away, and the 
baalei teshuvah, those Masters of Repentance 
who had returned to the fold of the orthodox fa-
thers. it seemed to eli Shimeoni that their return 
to the straight path of God had given them the 
freedom not to ask any questions. They always 
knew the answer so well, claiming that “in the 
War of the end of Days, the War of Gog and Ma-
gog, total defeat would precede the ultimate vic-
tory over evil,” as they knew to repeat by heart.

He had been fascinated by the fanatic ob-
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session with the graves of holy men, whether 
those scattered over the country, prominently 
Shimon bar Yochai at Meron, or those orgiastic 
journeys by the bratslav Hassidim to visit the 
grave of Rabbi nahman in uman, or uriah the 
Hittite in iraq – what a thrill! Coming himself 
from a somewhat religious background, he of-
ten wondered about the fundamentalist need 
of doomsday fantasies, their need to split the 
world in good and evil, a “pure” world in which 
the “impurity” of the “evil other” will be per-
secuted and exterminated, without the simple 
realization that this means that if i succeed in 
my crusade, i will remain trapped as the evil 
exterminator. on the other hand, he found it 
almost as difficult to accept the post-modern 
credo of “everything goes,” as if everything is of 
equal value and there is no Truth – except, that 
is, beyond the absolute truth that there is abso-
lutely no truth above other truths. in fact, there 
must be no other truths besides the one truth of 
many truths. 

His head turned, as it often did when he tried 
to understand matters that probably were much 
more complicated than he thought.
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first his children had left, gone abroad to study. 
one had taken up a prominent position at the 
university of Stamville, while the other was do-
ing gender research at the institute of Harback. 
Then his wife had followed, accusing him of be-
ing a fanatic and an archaic idealist, or deroga-
tively calling him silly and stubborn, an obsolete 
Zionist. friends and colleagues had discreetly 
taken farewell. initially they would apologeti-
cally say, “if things ever change, you can be sure 
i will be the first one to return home. after all, 
there is nothing like israel, and you can not 
really extract israel from an israeli.” but then, 
people became increasingly forceful and deter-
mined as they said goodbye. The cultured ones 
would say with bleeding hearts, “this is not the 
country we prayed for,” and the self-proclaimed 
prophets would plainly tell him, “everything is 
collapsing, there is no future here.” Some would 
reinforce their doomsday prediction, relying on 
historical evidence that an independent Jewish 
nation could not survive more than a hundred 
years.

but what struck him the most was, that ev-
erything was so everyday-like. nothing special, 
nothing particular to notice. So similar to elie 
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Wiesel’s pastoral description, “i left my native 
town in the spring of 1944. it was a beautiful 
day. The surrounding mountains, in their ver-
dure, seemed taller than usual. our neighbors 
were out strolling in their shirt-sleeves. Some 
turned their heads away, others sneered.” 

That’s all. nothing unusual. only the moun-
tains were taller than usual. and yet, when as a 
young man eli had read those few lines, which 
he had memorized ever since, the impact on him 
had been shocking. in lieu of immanent mass 
murder, there was an uncanny sense of the ordi-
nary, sensed by the mountains that were moved 
more than people were. as man became smaller, 
the mountains became taller. The uninvolved, 
the willing or unwilling bystander, may, or may 
not, have struggled to avert the conflict that the 
disruption of the ordinary entailed. The victim, 
on the other hand, would already have been 
transported away from the reality of a beautiful 
day in spring, however, not yet fully trampled 
down by the boots of the octopus. 

friends and colleagues had ever so often told 
him that his attitude reminded them of the 
Jews in Germany in the 1930s, who were blind 
to the writing on the wall, refusing to believe 
that the most cultured of enlightened nations 
would turn into history’s worst beast. Those 
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Jews of enlightened blindness were convinced 
the storm-wind would subside, the storm-troops 
would slow their pace, the God in whom they 
no longer believed would soon Pass-over. un-
able to realize that their spiritual presence in 
Germany had come to an end, they could not 
imagine that their physical existence, as well, 
was over. How had they not been lured into the 
shadowy abyss of destruction! by exaggerated 
trust in culture and authority, so called ‘promi-
nent’ German Jews were all too easily persuaded 
to take the train to ‘Theresienbad,’ without real-
izing that their choice of “Wunschen Sie bitte 
– please, would you like” a room at the lake or 
by the city square, was simply part of the There-
sienstadt make-believe. 

but there were those who saw through the 
game of deceit. The poet leo Strauss wrote, in 
Theresienstadt, what in its subtle simplicity is 
a spectacular poem, als-ob, As-If. eli S. tried to 
recall his own translation of the poem, which 
went something like:

i know a little tiny town

a city just so neat

i call it not by name

but call the town as-if 
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not everyone may enter

into this special place

you have to be selected

from among the as-if race 

and there they live their life

as-if a life to live

enjoying every rumour

as-if the truth it were

You lie down on the floor

as-if it was a bed

and think about your loved one

as if she weren’t yet dead

one bears the heavy fate

as-if without a sorrow

and talks about the future

as if there was – tomorrow
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